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Super silos
A few weeks ago, American media reported on a series of

small nuclear tests in Nevada that had been kept secret by the
U.S. government. No one managed to find out what these-tests
were about and the story quickly faded away.

I have uncovered the answer and it is very exciting news
indeed. Buried deep under the desert, models df new steel and
concrete missile silos were tested against the blast, heat and
electromagnetic pulse effects of thermonuclear explosions.

If this sounds mundane. bear with me for thq results could
well alter the present nuclear imbalance between the U.S. and
Russia, leading us to a new era of stability.

STge U_.S. polcy rejects first use of nuclear weapons, its
land-based missiles were housed in underground concrete silos
designed to ride out a Soviet first strike and then fire back. This
plan was viable until recent advances in Russian missile accu-
racy p-laced America's 1,000 Minutemen missiles in grave
jeopardy.

Most milif, ry experts now believe that Russia's improved
accuracy missiles, including the large SS-18 that can carry
either a monster z0-megaton warhead or 10 multiple waf-
headg, qqn destroy America's land-based missiles in a-surprise
attack. The remaining sea-based U.S. missiles lack the accuracy
and power to destroy most "hard" Russian targets.
_ America responded to this clear threat by attempting to

develop a host of more secure basing modes: Mobile, airborne,
buried in caverns or emplaced in mesas. None worked and the
new MX heavy missile is being placed in vulnerable, existing
silos.

Now the U.S. is back at work trying to redesign a small,
mobile missile, the "Midgetman;" but this systemhas its own
drawbacks and is still in the early design phase. Just as a
near-term solution appeared impossible, along came the new
silos.

Steel & concrete sandwich
These silos, made from sandwiched layers of steel and con-

crete buffered by liquid flotation systems and shock absorbers,
are capable of withstanding pressures of over 45,000 lbs. per
square inch (psi) - nine times more than existing U.S. silos. In
1986, U.S. engineers will test even harder silos that can with-
stand 100,000 psi.

Such abstruse engineering terms 4re vitally important in the
deadly calculus of nuclear war. U.S. silos 10 or 20 times harder
than existing versions mean that Russia must target at least two
20-megaton warheads against each one in order to have an
acceptable chance of eliminating the U.S. missile force in a
first strike.

But Russia only has 308 SS-18s. Her b50 S-lLs and gg0 SS-19s
lack either the accuracy or the striking power to ensure near
total destruction of the Minuteman ancl MX missiles in new.
super-hardened silos.

Russia would have to abrogate the current agreement limiting
the numbers of missiles and build more expensive SS.l8s oi
develop earth-penetrator warheads that could dig out the U.S.
silos. The heavy earth-penetrators mean reduied explosive
power in each missile and thus insufficient numbers to assure a
first strike.

More bad news for the Russians has come from other recent
U.S. tests, suggesting that the diameter of craters caused by
nuclear gxplosions may be 60% smaller than previously esti-
mated. This is very important because silos within the craier are
destroyed or thrown off kilter. Smaller craters imply more
surviving silos and the need to target twice as many niissiles on
a given silo.


